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Official Secrets UK
111 mins 15
Directed; Gavin Hood
Stars; Keira Knightley, Matt Smith, Matthew Goode
 Based on world-shaking true events, Official Secrets tells the gripping story of Katharine Gun (Keira Knightley), a 
British intelligence specialist whose job involves routine handling of classified information. One day in 2003, in the 
lead up to the Iraq War, Gun receives a memo from the NSA with a shocking directive: the United States is enlisting 
Britain's help in collecting compromising information on United Nations Security Council members in order to 
blackmail them into voting in favour of an invasion of Iraq.
IMDB 7.3

Transit Germany
101 mins 12A
Directed; Christian Petzold
Stars; Franz Rogowsli, Paula Beer, Godehard Giese
As fascism spreads, German refugee Georg (Franz Rogowski) flees to Marseille and assumes the identity of the dead 
writer whose transit papers he is carrying. Living among refugees from around the world, Georg falls for Marie (Paula 
Beer), a mysterious woman searching for her husband--the man whose identity he has stolen.
IMDB 7

Knives Out US
130 mins PG-13
Directed; Rian Johnson
Stars; Daniel Craig, Chris Evans, Jamie Lee Curtis
When renowned crime novelist Harlan Thrombey (Christopher Plummer) is found dead at his estate just after his 85th 
birthday, the inquisitive and debonair Detective Benoit Blanc (Daniel Craig) is mysteriously enlisted to investigate. 
From Harlan's dysfunctional family to his devoted staff, Blanc sifts through a web of red herrings and self-serving lies 
to uncover the truth behind Harlan's untimely death. 
IMDB 8.1

Breathless (1960) France
À bout de souffle (original title)
1 hour 30 mins
Directed; Jean-Luc Godard
Writer; Francois Truffaut
Stars; Jean-Paul Belmondo, Jean Seberg
Michel Poiccard, an irresponsible sociopath and small-time thief, steals a car and impulsively murders the motorcycle 
policeman who pursues him. Now wanted by the authorities, he renews his relationship with Patricia Franchini, a hip 
American girl studying journalism at the Sorbonne, whom he had met in Nice a few weeks earlier. Before leaving Paris, 
he plans to collect a debt from an underworld acquaintance and expects her to accompany him on his planned getaway 
to Italy. 
IMDB 7.9

Sorry We Missed You UK
1hour 41 min 15
Directed; Ken Loach
Stars; Kris Hitchen, Debbie Honeywood, Rhys Stone
Ricky and his family have been fighting an uphill struggle against debt since the 2008 financial crash. An opportunity to 
wrestle back some independence appears with a shiny new van and the chance to run a franchise as a self-employed 
delivery driver. It's hard work, and his wife's job as a carer is no easier. The family unit is strong but when both are 
pulled in different directions everything comes to breaking point.
IMDB 7.7

Long Day's Journey into Night China
Diqiu zuihou de yewan (original title)
138 mins 12A
Directed; Gan Bi
Stars: Wei Tang, Jue Huang, Sylvia Chang



Luo Hongwu returns to Kaili, the hometown from which he fled 12 years earlier. As memories of an enigmatic and 
beautiful woman resurface - a woman he loved and whom he has never been able to forget - Luo Hongwu begins his 
search for her.
IMDB 7.2

Aquarela Germany/Denmark
Documentary
89 mins 12A
Directed; Viktor Kossakovsky
Water is the main protagonist, seen in all its great and terrible beauty. Mountains of ice move and break apart as if they 
had a life of their own. Kossakovsky's film travels the world, from the precarious frozen waters of Russia's Lake Baikal 
and Miami in the throes of Hurricane Irma, to Venezuela's mighty Angel Falls in order to paint a portrait of this fluid life 
force in all its glorious forms. Fragile humans experience life and death, joy and despair in the face of its power.
IMDB 6.7

Little Women US
135 mins U
Directed; Greta Gerwug
Stars; Saoirse Ronan, Emma Watson, Florence Pugh
In the years after the Civil War, Jo March lives in New York and makes her living as a writer, while her sister Amy 
studies painting in Paris. Amy has a chance encounter with Theodore, a childhood crush who proposed to Jo but was 
ultimately rejected. Their oldest sibling, Meg, is married to a schoolteacher, while shy sister Beth develops a devastating 
illness that brings the family back together.
IMDB 8.2

Extra Ordinary UK/Ireland
94 mins 15
Directed; Mile Ahern/Enda Loughman
Stars; Maeve Higgins, Barry Ward, Will Forte
Rose, a mostly sweet and lonely Irish driving instructor, must use her supernatural talents to save the daughter of Martin 
(also mostly sweet and lonely) from a washed-up rock star who is using her in a Satanic pact to reignite his fame.
IMDB 6.2

The Aeronauts UK
100mins PG
Directed: Tom Harper
Stars; Felicity Jone, Eddie Redmayne
In 1862, pioneering meteorologist James Glaisher (Eddie Redmayne) teams up with daredevil balloon pilot Amelia 
Rennes (Felicity Jones) to advance human knowledge of the weather and fly higher than anyone in history. While their 
voyage to the very edge of existence helps the unlikely pair find their place in the world, they face physical and 
emotional challenges in the thin air, as the ascent becomes a fight for survival.
IMDB 6.6

Parasite (2019) Korea
Gisaengchung
15 2h 12 mins
Directed; Bong Joon Ho
Stars; Kang-Ho Song, Sun-kyun Lee, Yeo-jeong Jo
Greed and class discrimination threaten the newly formed symbiotic relationship between the wealthy Park family and 
the destitute Kim clan.
Imdb 8.6

The Personal History of David Copperfield (2019) UK
PG 1h 59 mins
Directed; Armando Iannucci
Stars; Dev Patel, Hugh Laurie, Tilda Swinton
A modern take on Charles Dickens's classic tale of a young orphan who is able to triumph over many obstacles.
Imdb 6.3

JoJo Rabbit (2019) NZ



Directed; Taika Waititi
A World War II satire that follows a lonely German boy named Jojo (Roman Griffin Davis) whose world view is turned 
upside down when he discovers his single mother (Scarlett Johansson) is hiding a young Jewish girl (Thomasin 
McKenzie) in their attic. Aided only by his idiotic imaginary friend, Adolf Hitler (Taika Waititi), Jojo must confront his 
blind nationalism.
Imdb 7.9

Portrait of a Lady on Fire (2019) France
15 2h 2min
Directed; Celine Sciamma
Stars; Noemie Merlant, Adele Haerel, Luana Bajrami
In 18th century France a young painter, Marianne, is commissioned to do the wedding portrait of Héloïse without her 
knowing. Therefore, Marianne must observe her model by day to paint her portrait at night. Day by day, the two women 
become closer as they share Héloïse's last moments of freedom before the impending wedding.
Imdb 8.1

Monos (2019) Colombia
15 1h 42 mins
Directed; Alejandro Landes
Stars; Sofia Buenaventura, Julian Giraldo, Karen Quintero
Teenage commandos perform military training exercises by day and indulge in youthful hedonism by night, an 
unconventional family bound together under a shadowy force know only as The Organization. After an ambush drives 
the squadron into the jungle, both the mission and the intricate bonds between the group begin to disintegrate.
Imdb 7.0

The Lighthouse (2019) US
15 1h 49 mins
Directed; Robert Eggers
Stars; Willem Dafoe, Robert Pattiinson, Valeria Karaman
As the wavering cry of the foghorn fills the air, the taciturn former lumberjack, Ephraim Winslow, and the grizzled 
lighthouse keeper, Thomas Wake, set foot in a secluded and perpetually grey islet off the coast of late-19th-century New 
England. For the following four weeks of back-breaking work and unfavourable conditions, the tight-lipped men will 
have no one else for company except for each other, forced to endure irritating idiosyncrasies, bottled-up resentment, 
and burgeoning hatred.
Imdb 7.6

The Man Who Killed Don Quixote (2018) Spain/UK
15 2h 12 mins
Directed; Terry Gilliam
Stars; Jose Luis Ferrer, Ismael Fritschi, Juan Lopez-Tagle
Toby, a disillusioned film director, is pulled into a world of time-jumping fantasy when a Spanish cobbler believes 
himself to be Sancho Panza. He gradually becomes unable to tell dreams from reality.
Imdb 6.4

No Fathers in Kashmir (2019) India
15 1h 48 mins
Directed; Ashvin Kumar
Stars; Maya Sarao, Soni Razdan, Kulbhushan Kharbanda
A teenage British Kashmiri, Noor, retraces her roots. She is joined by Majid, a local Kashmiri boy who is more smitten 
by her exotic foreignness than her obsession to unravel the mysteries of their disappeared fathers. Much against his 
better judgement, Majid finds himself guiding Noor to a forbidden area in the Indo-Pak border fraught with danger and 
ghosts of the past. They stumble upon a dark secret that they shouldn't have seen and Majid's worst fears are realised 
when they are set upon by an army patrol.
Imdb 7.2



Queen & Slim (2019) US
15 2h 12 mins
Directed; Melina Matsoukas
Stars; Daniel Kaluuya, Jodie Turner-Smith, Bokeem Woodbine
Slim and Queen's first date takes an unexpected turn when a policeman pulls them over for a minor traffic violation. 
When the situation escalates, Slim takes the officer's gun and shoots him in self-defence. Now labelled cop killers in the 
media, Slim and Queen feel that they have no choice but to go on the run and evade the law. When a video of the 
incident goes viral, the unwitting outlaws soon become a symbol of trauma, terror, grief and pain for people all across 
the country
Imdb 7.0

Daniel Isn't Real (2019) US
15 1h 40 mins
Directed; Adam Egypt Mortimer
Stars; Miles robbins, Patrick Schwarzenegger, Sasha Lane
When Luke decided to leave his mother's home and face emancipation, he never thought it would be so complicated. 
His social awkwardness and his diverse traumas will make him seek the aid of an old buddy: his imaginary childhood 
friend Daniel, who is now a self-confident, manipulative young man. Daniel will start to help Luke, but his intentions 
will soon prove to be somewhat more sinister.
Imdb 6.0

Emma (2020) UK
U 2h 4 mins
Directed; Autumn de Wilde
Stars; Anya Taylor-Joy, Johhny Flynn, MiaGoch
Jane Austen's beloved comedy about finding your equal and earning your happy ending, is reimagined in this. 
Handsome, clever, and rich, Emma Woodhouse is a restless queen bee without rivals in her sleepy little town. In this 
glittering satire of social class and the pain of growing up, Emma must adventure through misguided matches and 
romantic missteps to find the love that has been there all along.
Imdb 6.8

Dogs Don't Wear Pants (2019) Finland/Latvia
18 1h 45 mins
Directed; J-P Valkeapaa
Stars; Pekka Strong, Krista Kosonen, Ilona Huhta
The story follows Juha who develops an unexpected but powerful connection with a dominatrix named Mona, following 
a tragic event in his life that has left him emotionally paralyzed. His dangerous addiction to suffocation is reciprocated 
by Mona leading them both down a wild and crazy path towards emotional enlightenment. Dogs Don't Wear Pants is a 
darkly humorous story of loss, love and the sweet pain of being.
Imdb 7.0

The Wild Goose Lake (2019) China
1h 53 mins
Directed; Yi'nan Diao
Stars; Ge Hu, Lun-Mei Kwei, Fan Liao
A gangster on the run sacrifices everything for his family and a woman he meets while on the lam.
Imdb 6.8




